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Sex - Sensory experience


We are vibrational beings and experience life thru our senses. All five. But most 
importantly, the sixth. Which is ironically the first! Soul first, thought & emotion later, 
ending win fingertips and toes etc.


A hug is just a physical manifestation called a body, touching another physical 
manifestation called a body, without any type of soul connection.


Life is all about is experience. To gain as much experience as possible and that means to 
be fully engaged! With your soul! That way you will experience more as you enrich 
yourself spiritually because that’s what you are.


If any interaction lack soul connection it will be in the form of a practical interaction. 
That’s OK too in a sense. But think about the sales clerk at the register as you pay for the 
items you’ve selected. You can establish soul connection by looking them in the eyes and 
genuinely feel gratitude as you say thank you for their service. And the sales person can 
do that same in gratitude for your service in being a customer creating this job 
opportunity.


To live in a state where we satisfy the flesh, the surface and the immediate need is 
nothing but immature. To have to have something without any real depth or soulful value 
is more or less a self-proclaimed prositution.  We sacrifice our essence and true being to 
fulfill some momentary empty need. Leaving out the soul.


The rush of chemicals we get from satisfaction is the same for anything that happens. 
Only grander in the reflection of its perception. What we want is to enjoy life now.

Because that’s the only truth. That life happens now. So that means the soul has to 
connect to everything you are and everything you do.


Soul purpose!


The soul purposed creation has something very beautiful and magical about it. From this 
perspective it includes everyone! It becomes a song that everyone can sing and 
understand. Because it becomes Soul II Soul. Back to life again.


When you’ve gotten that perspective you never wanna go back. Because back doesn’t 
exist and that’s why it hurts so much. Because it is was and forever will be, a lie.


It was material. No soul.


But if you are soul. Everything material becomes it from the perspective of love.

From the soul perspective, the love perspective, the truth perspective and know that 
everything was created out of love. Even you.


Maybe you where created from a drunk Saturday night?

Maybe you where brought up from a long hangover and the irresponsible consequences, 
All inclusive!




What I can say. Is that two bodies coming together with soul connection is the most 
beautiful thing a human being can do. And I am sorry but this is not available on any .com


And it’s not available at all if you aren’t soulful as a human being.


Life is not about sexual intercourse. But we play on that all the time because it’s a basic 
human instinctual behavior. If you wan’t to sell something to as many as possible. Try 
aiming for their heart and at the same time play on the curiosity of sex.


Like a boyband. Goldmine.


I would very much like this to stop. I would like the world to stop letting sexual intercourse 
be a part of practically all that we do. It becomes a double-standard when it comes to 
young people and what we communicate is appropriate behavior.


When you reach fame and become an idol for so many you have not received and award. 
You have been given a greater if not the greatest responsibility. To lead by example.


I will not go into details because everybody knows exactly what they’re doing. And you 
can’t blame the youth because they have not developed enough to completely 
comprehend this.


Wow. And there is was. Can you see? All you famous people? All you with great 
influence? Do you see? What you help create?


SEX. 

Sensory Experience. Most efficient and truly the most authentic way of living and actually 
experiencing life is:
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Did you know this about sexual intercourse? 

Whatever is done. Experimented and experience in various positions and 
whatever. Is never ever in any way at all.


PORN


The most beautiful act of love that two human beings can experience and give 
each other is to make love. If you take that and rob it completely from any form of 

emotional engagement. You make it completely objective.


That is destroying love.


THAT is porn.


A human being becoming an object.


No Soul.


There is nothing with with anything a couple wish to do but please do this when in 
love. Please don’t use each other like a Big Mac because you crave it so much.


Learn to relax and if you want a release do it yourself.

But NEVER using porn.


It will kill you, it will kill us.


On a soul level.


Which is who we are.


// Lars


